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Abstract

Interactions between the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (PFC) play an essential role in both human spatial navigation and
episodic memory, but the underlying causal flow of information between these regions across task domains is poorly understood.
Here we use intracranial EEG recordings and spectrally resolved phase transfer entropy to investigate information flow during two
different virtual spatial navigation and memory encoding/recall tasks and examine replicability of information flow patterns across
spatial and verbal memory domains. Information theoretic analysis revealed a higher causal information flow from hippocampus to
lateral PFC than in the reverse direction. Crucially, an asymmetric pattern of information flow was observed during memory encoding
and recall periods of both spatial navigation tasks. Further analyses revealed frequency specificity of interactions characterized by
greater bottom-up information flow from hippocampus to PFC in delta–theta band (0.5–8 Hz); in contrast, top-down information flow
from PFC to hippocampus was stronger in beta band (12–30 Hz). Bayesian analysis revealed a high degree of replicability between
the two spatial navigation tasks (Bayes factor > 5.46e+3) and across tasks spanning the spatial and verbal memory domains (Bayes
factor > 7.32e+8). Our findings identify a domain-independent and replicable frequency-dependent feedback loop engaged during
memory formation in the human brain.

Key words: human intracranial electroencephalography; hippocampal–prefrontal cortex information flow; phase transfer entropy;
episodic memory; spatial navigation and memory.

1. Introduction
In rodents, nonhuman primates, and humans alike,
the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (PFC) both
play essential roles in spatial navigation and memory
formation (Eichenbaum 2017; Ekstrom et al. 2017;
Herweg and Kahana 2018; Rutishauser et al. 2021). The
hippocampus is a critical brain region for remembering
the location of objects in space (Burgess et al. 2002).
Extensive research on the neurophysiology of spatial
memory in rodents has revealed the presence of
hippocampal place cells, which increase their firing rate
when an animal passes through a specific location in
the environment (O’Keefe and Conway 1978). Individual
neurons in the hippocampus also encode an animal’s
spatial location with respect to landmarks and spatial
boundaries (Eichenbaum et al. 1999; Hartley et al. 2014).
There is now substantial evidence that the hippocampus
does not function in isolation and that its feedforward
and feedback interactions with the PFC are essential
for encoding and recall of spatial information via
cognitive and strategic control over memory formation
processes (Moscovitch 1992; Buckner and Wheeler 2001;

Miller and Cohen 2001; Dobbins et al. 2002; Postle 2006).
However, the temporal and causal dynamics of these
processes, and similarities across tasks and spatial–
verbal domains, are poorly understood. Here, we use
data from a large cohort of intracranial EEG (iEEG)
recordings and multiple tasks to investigate information
flow between the hippocampus and distinct subdivisions
of the PFC, its frequency specificity, and replicability
across task domains, during memory encoding and recall
during spatial navigation as well as verbal recall.

Electrophysiological studies in rodents have reported
strong delta (0.5–4 Hz) and theta (4–8 Hz) frequency
band oscillations in the hippocampus (Siapas et al. 2005;
Eichenbaum 2017; Roy et al. 2017; Schultheiss et al. 2020).
Rodent electrophysiological studies have also revealed
synchronized activity between the hippocampus and
PFC in these frequency bands during spatial memory
tasks (Simons and Spiers 2003; Jones and Wilson 2005;
Benchenane et al. 2010; Place et al. 2016; Spiers 2020).
Research has also shown that theta oscillations in the
hippocampus play a role in both encoding and retrieval
of spatial information from memory (Buzsáki 2005;
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Herweg and Kahana 2018). Moreover, theta rhythms
have been widely implicated in rodent hippocampal
function, and theta band coherence and phase-locked
spiking within both the hippocampus and PFC have been
implicated in spatial memory–guided behavior (Zielinski
et al. 2019). Studies in rodents have also shown that
hippocampal–PFC theta local field potential coherence
increases during learning (Benchenane et al. 2010).

In contrast, there is much less information available
about the electrophysiological basis of dynamic causal
signaling between the hippocampus and PFC during spa-
tial navigation and memory formation in the human
brain. Furthermore, it is not known whether feedforward
and feedback interactions of the PFC with the hippocam-
pus are symmetric and frequency specific. Functional
MRI studies in humans have consistently demonstrated
that both the hippocampus and PFC are coactivated
during spatial navigation, but the temporal dynamics
and frequency specificity of their interactions remain
unknown because of the poor temporal resolution of
fMRI. In humans, iEEG studies of spatial navigation and
memory recall have primarily focused on the hippocam-
pus and few studies have directly examined their inter-
actions and signal flow between these regions. Studies
using simultaneous fMRI–EEG (Neuner et al. 2014) and
iEEG (Watrous et al. 2013; Ekstrom and Watrous 2014)
and single neuron studies have also reported that cells
throughout the frontal and temporal lobes respond to
navigational goals and to conjunctions of place, goal, and
view (Ekstrom et al. 2003). Ekstrom et al. have hypothe-
sized that increased coherence between the hippocam-
pus and the PFC in low frequency may play a founda-
tional role in spatial memory–related behaviors in both
rodents and humans (Ekstrom and Watrous 2014), but
studies have yet to identify its specific neurophysio-
logical basis. More research within multiple datasets is
therefore needed to identify replicable neural mecha-
nisms underlying signaling between hippocampus and
PFC regions that underlie memory formation and thereby
fill a major gap between rodent and human neurophysi-
ological studies.

Although studies to date have provided insights into
the involvement of both the hippocampus and PFC
in human spatial navigation and memory, the precise
pattern of “bottom-up” and “top-down” dynamic causal
interactions and frequency-dependent direction of
information flow are not known due to the poor temporal
resolution of fMRI and the paucity of simultaneous
electrophysiological data from the hippocampus and
multiple PFC regions. To address this challenge, we
used iEEG data from the UPENN-RAM study (Solomon
et al. 2019), which includes depth recordings from a
large cohort of individuals, to probe the directionality
of information flow between the hippocampus and
multiple subdivisions of the lateral PFC implicated
in cognitive control across multiple virtual spatial
navigation tasks.

The first goal of our study was to determine causal
information flow between the hippocampus and the PFC
during spatial memory processing. We used two virtual
spatial memory tasks: The Treasure Hunt spatial navi-
gation task and the Water Maze spatial navigation task.
Both tasks consisted of multiple trials of encoding and
recall periods. In both tasks, participants were shown
objects in various locations during the encoding periods;
during the recall period, they were asked to retrieve the
location of the objects. We used phase transfer entropy
(PTE) to investigate information flow between hippocam-
pus and distinct PFC regions during memory encoding
and recall periods in the two spatial navigation tasks
(Lobier et al. 2014; Hillebrand et al. 2016; Wang et al.
2017). PTE provides a robust and powerful measure for
characterizing information flow between brain regions
based on phase coupling, and crucially, it captures lin-
ear as well as nonlinear intermittent and nonstationary
causal dynamics in iEEG data (Menon et al. 1996; Lobier
et al. 2014; Hillebrand et al. 2016).

We build on our recent work on the role of the left
hippocampus and left PFC in verbal memory encoding
and recall (Das and Menon 2021) and determine if
the same dynamical processes also hold and replicate
across multiple spatial navigation tasks. We examined
nonlinear causal interactions between hippocampus
and lateral PFC using intracranial EEG recordings during
verbal memory encoding and recall tasks. Direction-
specific information theoretic analysis revealed higher
causal information flow from the hippocampus to PFC
than in the reverse direction. Crucially, this pattern was
observed during both memory encoding and recall, and
the strength of causal interactions was significantly
greater during memory task performance than resting
baseline. Whether similar dynamic information flow
occurs in a domain-independent manner across spatial
and verbal memory tasks is not known.

The role of left hemisphere hippocampus–PFC circuits
during spatial navigation and memory formation has
generally received less attention in the literature.
Although several lesion studies in humans have demon-
strated the role of the right hemisphere hippocampus
in spatial memory formation (Smith and Milner 1989;
Abrahams et al. 1997; Spiers et al. 2001; Burgess et al.
2002), the role of the left hemisphere in spatial navigation
and memory in humans has been less clear, with some
lesion studies also pointed to the involvement of both
the left and right hemisphere hippocampus in spatial
memory (Maguire et al. 1996; Bohbot et al. 1998; Spiers
et al. 2001). Recent evidence using iEEG recordings in
humans performing virtual (Miller et al. 2018) as well as
real-world (Stangl et al. 2021) spatial navigation tasks,
object–location memory tasks (Stevenson et al. 2018),
and single neuron recordings in humans performing
virtual spatial navigation tasks (Jacobs et al. 2013) has
shown that the left hemisphere hippocampus may also
play a crucial role for spatial memory encoding. Here
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we take advantage of extensive left-hemisphere iEEG
recordings to investigate dynamic causal circuits in the
left hemisphere hippocampus interactions with two
distinct PFC areas that encompass the middle frontal
gyrus (MFG) and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Based
on the hypothesized role of the hippocampus in memory
encoding, we test the prediction that causal influences
of the hippocampus on the PFC would be stronger,
compared with the reverse direction, during memory
encoding. In contrast, based on the hypothesized role
of the PFC in controlled memory retrieval, we test the
hypothesis that causal influences of the PFC on the
hippocampus would be stronger, compared with the
reverse direction, during memory recall (Hasegawa et al.
1999; Wagner et al. 2001; Dobbins et al. 2002; Badre et al.
2005; Badre and Wagner 2007).

Our second goal was to investigate the frequency
specificity of causal interactions between the hip-
pocampus and the PFC. The role of specific frequencies
in synchronization of neural responses between the
hippocampus and PFC (Brincat and Miller 2015; Moreno
et al. 2016) in rodents, nonhuman primates, and humans
is still poorly understood, but emerging findings point
to differential engagement of delta–theta rhythm (0.5–
8 Hz) in the hippocampus (Watrous et al. 2013; Ekstrom
and Watrous 2014; Neuner et al. 2014) in contrast to
beta-band rhythm (12–30 Hz) in prefrontal and parietal
cortices (Brovelli et al. 2004; Engel and Fries 2010; Spitzer
and Haegens 2017; Stanley et al. 2018).

Our analyses of data from the UPENN-RAM con-
sortium in participants performing a verbal memory
encoding and recall tasks revealed frequency specificity
of interactions with greater causal information flow from
hippocampus to the PFC in the delta–theta frequency
band (0.5–8 Hz); in contrast, PFC to hippocampus
causal information flow was stronger in the beta
band (12–30 Hz). Thus, we hypothesized that delta–
theta oscillations would preferentially contribute to
the synchronization of the hippocampus with the
PFC (Ekstrom and Watrous 2014), while beta-band
oscillations synchronize the PFC with other cortical and
subcortical brain areas (Engel and Fries 2010; Spitzer and
Haegens 2017; Negrón-Oyarzo et al. 2018).

Our final goal was to investigate the replicability of our
findings across multiple memory tasks. Replicating find-
ings across multiple datasets is an extremely challenging
problem in neuroscience and especially difficult for inva-
sive iEEG studies. To the best of our knowledge, no human
iEEG studies have replicated findings across multiple
memory tasks, and quantitatively rigorous measures are
needed to address the reproducibility crisis in human
iEEG studies. To accomplish this, we used Bayesian anal-
ysis to quantify the degree of replicability (Verhagen and
Wagenmakers 2014; Ly et al. 2019). Bayes factors (BFs) are
a powerful tool for evaluating evidence for replicability of
findings across tasks and for determining the strength of
evidence for the null hypothesis (Verhagen and Wagen-
makers 2014). Briefly, the replication BF is the ratio of

marginal likelihood of the replication data given the pos-
terior distribution estimated from the original data and
the marginal likelihood for the replication data under
the null hypothesis of no effect (Ly et al. 2019). We first
computed the replication BF between the Treasure Hunt
(original) and Water Maze (replication) spatial memory
tasks and then across tasks spanning our original verbal
(Das and Menon 2021), and the present spatial, memory
domains.

Our analysis revealed novel insights into the neuro-
physiological basis of human hippocampal–PFC interac-
tions and its role in both memory encoding and recall
across multiple spatial navigation tasks. Our findings
also address the reproducibility challenge in iEEG
research and systems neuroscience by demonstrating
a high replication BF within and across domains.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 UPENN-RAM iEEG recordings
iEEG recordings from 249 patients shared by Kahana and
colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania (UPENN)
(obtained from the UPENN-RAM public data release)
were used for analysis (Jacobs et al. 2016). Patients
with pharmaco-resistant epilepsy underwent surgery for
removal of their seizure onset zones. The iEEG record-
ings of these patients were downloaded from a data-
sharing archive hosted by the UPENN-RAM consortium
(URL: http://memory.psych.upenn.edu/RAM). Before
data collection, the Institutional Review Board approved
research protocols and ethical guidelines at participating
hospitals, and informed consent was obtained from
participants and guardians (Jacobs et al. 2016). Details
of all the recording sessions and data preprocessing
procedures are described by Kahana and colleagues
(Jacobs et al. 2016). Briefly, iEEG recordings were obtained
using subdural grids and strips (contacts placed 10 mm
apart) or depth electrodes (contacts spaced 5–10 mm
apart) using recording systems at each clinical site. The
iEEG systems included DeltaMed XlTek (Natus), Grass
Telefactor, and Nihon-Kohden EEG systems. Electrodes
located in brain lesions or those that corresponded to
zones of onset of seizures or had significant interictal
spiking or had broken leads were excluded from the
analysis.

Anatomical location of electrode placement was
accomplished by coregistering postoperative computed
tomography with postoperative magnetic resonance
imaging using software packages FSL (FMRIB (Functional
MRI of the Brain), Brain Extraction Tool (BET), and FMRIB
Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT). Preoperative
magnetic resonance imaging was used when postop-
erative magnetic resonance imaging was not available.
The resulting contact locations were mapped to the
MNI space using an indirect stereotactic technique and
the OsiriX Imaging Software DICOM viewer package.
We used the Brainnetome atlas (Fan et al. 2016) to
demarcate the left hemisphere MFG, IFG, and the
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hippocampus (Greicius et al. 2003). In our analysis, MFG,
IFG, and the hippocampus in the right hemisphere were
not considered due to the lack of sufficient electrode
placement in the right hemisphere. Other important
brain regions, such as the anterior dorsal cingulate cortex
(dACC) and the medial dorsal prefrontal cortex (dmPFC),
were also excluded from the analysis due to the lack of
adequate electrode placement in these areas. Out of 249
individuals, data from 40 individuals (aged 19–66, mean
age 33.8 ± 11.1, 22 females) were used for subsequent
analysis based on electrode placement in MFG, IFG, and
the hippocampus and based on the types of tasks the
subjects performed (apart from spatial navigation tasks,
subjects also performed verbal free recall tasks; see
http://memory.psych.upenn.edu/RAM for more details;
also see Das and Menon 2021). Gender differences were
not analyzed in this study due to the lack of sufficient
male participants for electrode pairs for hippocampus–
IFG interactions (Supplementary Table 2).

The original sampling rates of the iEEG signals were
500, 999, 1000, 1600, and 2000 Hz. Therefore, the iEEG
signals were downsampled to 500 Hz, if the original sam-
pling rate was higher, for all subsequent analyses. The
two main concerns when analyzing interactions between
closely spaced intracranial electrodes are volume con-
duction and confounding interactions with the reference
electrode (Burke et al. 2013). Therefore, bipolar reference
was used to eliminate confounding artifacts and improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of neural signals, consistent with
previous studies using UPENN-RAM iEEG data (Burke
et al. 2013; Ezzyat et al. 2018). The signals recorded on
individual electrodes were converted to a bipolar mon-
tage by computing the difference in signal between adja-
cent electrode pairs on each strip, grid, and depth elec-
trode, and the resulting bipolar signals were treated as
new “virtual” electrodes originating from the midpoint
between each contact pair, identical to procedures in
previous studies using UPENN-RAM data (Solomon et al.
2019). Line noise (60 Hz) and its harmonics were removed
from the bipolar signals, and finally each bipolar signal
was Z normalized by removing mean and scaling by the
standard deviation. For filtering, we used a fourth-order
two-way zero phase lag Butterworth filter throughout the
analysis.

2.2 iEEG spatial navigation tasks
2.2.1 Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task

The patients performed multiple trials of a spatial mem-
ory task in a virtual reality environment developed in
Unity3D (Miller et al. 2018; Tsitsiklis et al. 2020), where
they played a Treasure Hunt task on a laptop computer at
the bedside and controlled their translational and rota-
tional movements through the virtual environment with
a handheld joystick. In each task trial, subjects explored a
rectangular arena on a virtual 3D beach to reach treasure
chests that revealed hidden objects, with the goal of
encoding the location of each item encountered (Fig. 2a).
The virtual beach (100 × 70 virtual units, 1.42: 1 aspect

ratio) was bounded by a wooden fence on each side.
The locations of the objects changed over the trials,
but the shape, size, and appearance of the environment
remained constant throughout the sessions. The task
environment was constructed so that the subject would
perceive one virtual unit as corresponding to ∼1 foot in
the real world. Subjects viewed the environment from the
perspective of cycling through the environment and the
elevation of their perspective was 5.6 virtual units. Each
end of the environment had unique visual cues to help
the subjects navigate.

Each trial of the task begins with the subject being
placed on the ground at a randomly selected end of the
environment. The subject initiates the trial with a button
press and then navigates to a chest using a joystick. Upon
arrival at the chest, the chest opens and either reveals
an object, which the subject should try to remember,
or is empty. The subject remains facing the open chest
for 1.5 s (“encoding period”) and then the object and
chest disappear, which indicates that the subject should
navigate to the next chest that has now appeared in the
arena. Each trial consists of four chests; two or three
(randomly selected, so that subjects could not predict
whether the current target chest contained an object,
which served to remove effects of expectation and to
encourage subjects to always attend to their current loca-
tion as they approached a chest) of the chests contain an
object, and the others are empty. Each session consists
of 40 trials, and in each session, subjects visit a total
of 100 full chests and 60 empty chests. The chests are
located pseudorandomly throughout the interior of the
environment, subject to the restrictions that no chest
can be placed within 11 virtual units of another and
that all chests must be at least 13 virtual units from the
arena boundary. This 11 virtual unit restriction ensures
that chest locations are varied in a trial. There are no
constraints based on previous trials, and all object identi-
ties are trial-unique and never repeated within a session.
After reaching all four chests of a trial, subjects are trans-
ported automatically so that they have an elevated 3/4
overhead perspective view of the environment at a ran-
domly selected end of the environment. The reason for
this perspective shift was to speed up the recall period,
preserving patient testing time to provide a relatively
larger number of memory encoding events. They then
perform a distractor task, a computerized version of the
“shell game,” before entering the “recall period.” During
recall, subjects are cued with each of the objects from
the trial in a random sequence and asked to recall the
location of the object. In each recall period, they first
indicate their confidence to remember the location of the
object (“high,” “medium,” or “low”). Next, they indicate
the precise location of the object by placing a cross-hair
at the location in the environment that corresponds to
the location of the cued item. After the location of each
object of the trial is indicated, the feedback stage of each
trial begins. Here, subjects are shown their response for
each cued object in the trial, via a green circle if the
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location was correct and a red circle if it was incorrect.
Subjects receive feedback on their performance, follow-
ing a point system where they receive greater rewards for
accurate responses. A response is considered correct if it
is within 13 virtual units of the true object location.

Only trials corresponding to successful memory
encoding and recall are considered in our analysis.
From the point of view of probing behaviorally effective
memory encoding, our focus was therefore on successful
recall consistent with most prior studies (Watrous et al.
2013; Long et al. 2014). We analyzed 1.5-s iEEG epochs
from the encoding and recall periods of the Treasure
Hunt task. Data from each trial were analyzed separately
and specific measures were averaged across trials.

2.2.2 Water Maze spatial navigation task

Similar to the Treasure Hunt task, patients performed
multiple trials of a spatial memory task in a virtual
navigation paradigm (Jacobs et al. 2016; Goyal et al. 2018;
Lee et al. 2018) similar to the Morris Water Maze (Morris
1984). The environment was rectangular (1.8:1 aspect
ratio) and was surrounded by a continuous boundary
(Fig. 2b). There were four distal visual cues (landmarks),
one centered on each side of the rectangle, to aid in
orienting. Each trial (96 trials per session, 1–3 sessions per
subject) started with two 5-s “encoding periods,” during
which subjects were driven to an object from a random
starting location. At the beginning of an encoding period,
the object appeared, and, over the course of 5 s, the
subject was automatically driven directly toward it. The
5-s period consisted of three intervals: first, the subject
was rotated toward the object (1 s); second, the sub-
ject was driven toward the object (3 s); and finally, the
subject paused while at the object location (1 s). After
a 5-s delay with a blank screen, the same process was
repeated from a different starting location. After both
encoding periods for each item, there was a 5-s pause
followed by the “recall period.” The subjects was placed
in the environment at a random starting location with
the object hidden and then asked to freely navigate using
a joystick to the location where they thought the object
was located. When they reached their chosen location,
they pressed a button to record their response. They then
received feedback on their performance via an overhead
view of the environment showing the actual and reported
object locations.

Similar to the Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task,
only trials corresponding to successful memory encoding
and recall are considered in our analysis. We analyzed 5-
s iEEG epochs from the encoding and recall periods of the
task. Data from each trial were analyzed separately and
specific measures were averaged across trials, similar to
the Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task.

2.3 iEEG analysis of power spectral density
To calculate average power, we first filtered the iEEG time
series in the frequency band of interest, and power, after
removing the linear trend, was calculated as the sum of

the squares of the amplitudes of the iEEG time series
divided by the length of the time series.

2.3.1 iEEG analysis of PTE and causal dynamics

PTE is a nonlinear measure of the directionality of infor-
mation flow between time series and can be applied as a
measure of causality to nonstationary time series (Lobier
et al. 2014). Note that the information flow described
here relates to signaling between brain areas and does
not necessarily reflect the representation or coding of
behaviorally relevant variables per se. The PTE measure
is in contrast to the Granger causality measure, which
can be applied only to stationary time series (Barnett and
Seth 2014). We first carried out a stationarity test of the
iEEG recordings (unit root test for stationarity; Barnett
and Seth 2014) and found that the spectral radius of
the autoregressive model is very close to one, indicating
that the iEEG time series is nonstationary. This precluded
the applicability of the Granger causality analysis in our
study.

Given two time series {xi} and {yi}, where i = 1, 2, ..., M,
instantaneous phases were first extracted using the
Hilbert transform. Let {xp

i } and {yp
i }, where i = 1, 2, ..., M,

denote the corresponding phase time series. If the
uncertainty of the target signal {yp

i } at delay τ is
quantified using Shannon entropy, then the PTE from
driver signal {xp

i } to target signal {yp
i } can be given by

PTEx→y =
∑

i

p
(
yp

i+τ
, yp

i , xp
i

)
log

⎛
⎝p

(
yp

i+τ
|yp

i , xp
i

)

p
(
yp

i+τ
|yp

i

)
⎞
⎠ , (1)

where probabilities can be calculated by building
histograms of occurrences of singles, pairs, or triplets
of instantaneous phase estimates from the phase time
series (Hillebrand et al. 2016). For our analysis, the
number of bins in the histograms was set as 3.49×STD×
M−1/3 and delay τ was set as 2M/M±, where STD is average
standard deviation of the phase time series {xp

i } and {yp
i }

and M± is the number of times the phase changes sign
across time and channels (Hillebrand et al. 2016). Across
all pairs of hippocampus–PFC electrodes, the propagation
delay between source and target signals was estimated
to be 25.8 ms, which is physiologically significant and
corresponds to directional signal interactions on a
timescale consistent with monosynaptic influence (see
Das and Menon 2021, for a detailed discussion of this).
PTE has been shown to be robust against the choice
of the delay τ and the number of bins for forming the
histograms (Hillebrand et al. 2016). Because PTE requires
a large number of samples for estimating histograms
of the conditional probabilities (Hillebrand et al. 2016;
Wang et al. 2017), time-resolved analysis of dynamic
changes in causal interactions could not be performed.
In the present study, we used ∼1.5-s epochs from the
Treasure Hunt task and ∼5-s epochs from the Water
Maze task with 500-Hz sampling rate (see above), which
are similar to iEEG epochs used in other iEEG studies
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(Wang et al. 2017) and considerably shorter than 300 s
used in magnetoencephalography studies (Hillebrand
et al. 2016).

2.4 Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using mixed effects
analysis with the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al.
2017) implemented in R software (version 4.0.2, R Foun-
dation for Statistical Computing). Because PTE data were
not normally distributed, we used BestNormalize (Peter-
son and Cavanaugh 2018), which contains a suite of
transformation estimation functions that can be used
to optimally normalize data. The resulting normally dis-
tributed data were subjected to mixed effects analysis
with the following model: PTE ∼ Condition + (1|Subject),
where Condition models fixed effects (condition differ-
ences) and (1|Subject) models random repeated measure-
ments within the same participant. Analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) was used to test the significance of the
findings with FDR corrections for multiple comparisons
(P < 0.05). Similar mixed effects statistical analysis pro-
cedures were used for comparison of power spectral
density across task conditions.

2.4.1 Surrogate data analysis

We conducted surrogate analysis to test the significance
of the estimated PTE values (Hillebrand et al. 2016) and
whether the observed effects are beyond chance levels.
The estimated phases from the Hilbert transform for
electrodes from a given pair of brain areas were time-
shuffled so that the predictability of one time series from
another is destroyed, and PTE analysis was repeated on
this shuffled data to build a distribution of surrogate
PTE values against which the observed PTE was tested
(P < 0.05).

2.4.2 Bayesian replication analysis

Finally, we used replication BF (Verhagen and Wagen-
makers 2014; Ly et al. 2019) analysis to estimate the
degree of replicability for the direction of informa-
tion flow for each frequency and task condition and
across the two spatial memory tasks. Analysis was
implemented in R software using the BayesFactor
package (Rouder et al. 2009). Because PTE data were
not normally distributed, as previously, we used Best-
Normalize (Peterson and Cavanaugh 2018) to optimally
normalize data. We compared the BF of the joint model
PTE(task1 + task2) ∼ Condition + (1|Subject) with the BF of
individual model as PTE(task1) ∼ Condition + (1|Subject),
where task1 denotes the Treasure Hunt (original) task
and task2 denotes the Water Maze (replication) task.
We calculated the ratio BF(task1 + task2)/BF(task1), which
was used to quantify the degree of replicability. We
determined whether the degree of replicability was
higher than 3 as BF of at least 3 indicates evidence
for replicability (Jeffreys 1998). A BF of at least 100
is considered as “decisive” for degree of replication
(Jeffreys 1998).

We used similar BF analysis methods to estimate the
degree of replicability for the direction of information
flow across spatial and verbal episodic memory domains
(see Das and Menon 2021, for results pertaining to the
verbal episodic memory task). The frequency range of
broadband in the verbal episodic and spatial memory
tasks was different; hence, the BF analysis was carried
out for the delta–theta and beta-frequency bands for
determining replicability across verbal episodic and spa-
tial memory domains. We compared the BF of the joint
model PTE(task1 + task2 + task3) ∼ Condition + (1|Subject)
for the spatial (replication) and verbal (original) tasks
with the BF of the verbal model as PTE(task3) ∼ Condition +
(1|Subject), where task3 denotes the verbal episodic
memory task. The ratio BF(task1 + task2 + task3)/BF(task3)
was used to quantify the degree of replicability across
spatial and verbal episodic memory domains.

3. Results
3.1 Treasure Hunt task: causal information flow
from the hippocampus on the PFC during
successful spatial memory encoding
We first examined the causal dynamic influences of
the hippocampus on the middle frontal gyrus (MFG)
and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) nodes of the PFC
during the memory encoding period of a Treasure
Hunt spatial navigation task (Materials and meth-
ods, Supplementary Tables 1, 2a, and 3a, Figs 1a and 2a).
Briefly, patients performed multiple trials of a spatial
memory task in a virtual reality environment (Miller
et al. 2018; Tsitsiklis et al. 2020), where they played a
Treasure Hunt task. In each task trial, subjects explored a
rectangular arena on a virtual 3D beach to reach treasure
chests that revealed hidden objects, with the aim of
encoding the location of each item encountered (Fig. 2a).
Each task trial begins with the subject placed on the
ground at a randomly selected end of the environment.
The subject initiates the trial with a button press and
then navigates to a chest using a joystick. Upon arrival
at the chest, the chest opens and either reveals an
object, which the subject should try to remember, or
is empty. The subject remains facing the open chest
for 1.5 s (“encoding period”) and then the object and
chest disappear, which indicates that the subject should
navigate to the next chest that has now appeared in the
arena. Each trial consists of four chests; two or three
(randomly selected) of the chests contain an object,
and the others are empty. Each session consists of 40
trials, and in each session, subjects visit a total of 100
full chests and 60 empty chests. They then perform
a distractor task, a computerized version of the “shell
game,” before entering the “recall period.” During recall,
subjects are cued with each of the trial’s objects in a
random sequence and asked to recall the location of the
object. After the location of each object of the trial is
indicated, the feedback stage of each trial begins. Here,
subjects are shown their response for each cued object
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Fig. 1. iEEG recording sites in hippocampus and prefrontal cortex subdivisions investigated during a) Treasure Hunt and b) Water Maze spatial memory
tasks. HIPP: Hippocampus, MFG: Middle frontal gyrus, and IFG: Inferior frontal gyrus subdivisions of prefrontal cortex.

in the trial, via a green circle if the location was correct
and a red circle if it was incorrect.

We used PTE (Lobier et al. 2014) to compute broad-
band (0.5–80 Hz) causal influence from the hippocam-
pus to the MFG and IFG in the PFC and vice versa.
During successful spatial memory encoding (see Sup-
plementary Figs 1–3 for comparison between success-
fully and unsuccessfully recalled trials), the hippocam-
pus had greater causal influences on both the MFG (F(1,
111) = 48.80, P < 0.001) and IFG (F(1, 150) = 20.66, P < 0.001)
nodes than the reverse (Fig. 3a and b, respectively). These
results demonstrate that the hippocampus has an asym-
metric causal information flow to both the MFG and
IFG during successful spatial memory encoding in the
Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task.

3.2 Treasure Hunt task: causal information flow
from the hippocampus on PFC during successful
spatial memory recall
Next, we examined causal influences of the hippocam-
pus on the PFC during the recall phase of the Treasure
Hunt spatial memory task, in which participants recalled
the location of objects they had seen during the
spatial memory encoding phase (Fig. 2a, Materials and
methods). During successful spatial memory recall, the
hippocampus had higher broadband causal influences
on both MFG (F(1, 112) = 29.02, P < 0.001) and IFG (F(1,
150) = 7.51, P < 0.01) than the reverse (Fig. 3a and b,
respectively).These results demonstrate that the hip-
pocampus has an asymmetric causal information flow
to both the MFG and IFG subdivisions of the PFC during
successful memory recall in the Treasure Hunt spatial
navigation task.

3.3 Treasure Hunt task: differential causal
information flow from the hippocampus to MFG
and IFG during successful spatial memory
encoding and recall
We next examined the differential causal information
flow from the hippocampus to the MFG and IFG

subdivisions of the PFC based on the hypothesized role of
differential involvement of the MFG and IFG in memory
processing with the IFG more involved in controlled
memory retrieval (Hasegawa et al. 1999; Dobbins et al.
2002). This analysis revealed that the causal influence of
the hippocampus on MFG was greater than IFG during
successful spatial memory encoding (F(1, 135) = 25.10,
P < 0.001). The causal influence of the MFG and IFG
nodes on the hippocampus did not differ from each
other during successful spatial memory encoding (F(1,
132) = 0.95, P > 0.05). Furthermore, the causal influence
of the hippocampus on MFG was greater than IFG
during successful spatial memory recall (F(1, 114) = 14.43,
P < 0.001). The causal influence of the MFG and IFG
nodes on the hippocampus did not differ from each other
during successful spatial memory recall (F(1, 132) = 0.64,
P > 0.05).

3.4 Water Maze task: causal information flow
from the hippocampus to the PFC during
successful spatial memory encoding
Next, we examined dynamic causal influences of the
hippocampus on the MFG and IFG nodes of the PFC
during the memory encoding period of the Water
Maze spatial navigation task (Materials and methods,
Supplementary Tables 1, 2b, and 3b, Figs 1b and 2b).
Briefly, patients performed multiple trials of a spatial
memory task in a virtual navigation paradigm (Jacobs
et al. 2016; Goyal et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2018) similar to the
Morris Water Maze (Morris 1984) (Fig. 2b). Each trial (96
trials per session, 1–3 sessions per subject) started with
two 5-s “encoding periods,” during which subjects were
driven to an object from a random starting location. At
the beginning of an encoding period, the object appeared,
and, over the course of 5 s, the subject was automatically
driven directly toward it. After a 5-s delay with a blank
screen, the same process was repeated from a different
starting location. After both encoding periods for each
item, there was a 5-s pause followed by the “recall
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Fig. 2. Event structure of encoding and recall periods of the spatial navigation and memory tasks. a) Treasure Hunt task. The leftmost image shows an
overhead view of the virtual reality environment for this task with the chest positions visible. This overhead view is never shown to subjects and only
one chest is visible at a time during the task. Panels 1–6 indicate an example sequence of events that subjects encounter during each trial of the task
(see Materials and methods for details): (1) first item presentation, (2) second item presentation, (3) the distractor period before the retrieval period, (4)
the confidence judgment, (5) response period where subjects indicate an item’s remembered location, and (6) feedback. Taken from Miller et al. (2018)
with permission. b) Water Maze task. Each trial began with a 2-s stationary wait period during which subjects viewed the virtual reality environment.
Each encoding event consisted of two encoding trials of 5 s each, corresponding to two different starting points in the virtual reality environment for
each target location. For each encoding trial, once the target object appeared, subjects were automatically rotated toward and then driven to the target
location. After the encoding trials, subjects were transported to a new location for the retrieval phase and asked to drive themselves to the target
location and respond by pressing a button. Feedback was provided by displaying a map of the target and response location, along with game points that
correlated with distance error, similar to the Treasure Hunt task. Taken from Jacobs et al. (2016) with permission.

period.” The subject was placed in the environment at
a random starting location with the object hidden and
then asked to freely navigate using a joystick to the
location where they thought the object was located.
When they reached their chosen location, they pressed
a button to record their response. They then received
feedback on their performance via an overhead view of
the environment showing the actual and reported object
locations.

We repeated our analysis using PTE (Lobier et al. 2014)
to compute broadband (0.5–80 Hz) causal influence from
the hippocampus to the MFG and IFG in the PFC and
vice versa, similar to the Treasure Hunt spatial naviga-
tion task. During successful spatial memory encoding,
the hippocampus had greater broadband causal influ-
ences on both the MFG (F(1, 95) = 164.05, P < 0.001) and
IFG (F(1, 56) = 62.07, P < 0.001) nodes than the reverse
(Fig. 3c and d, respectively). These results demonstrate
that the hippocampus has an asymmetric causal infor-
mation flow to both the MFG and IFG during successful

spatial memory encoding in the Water Maze spatial nav-
igation task.

3.5 Water Maze task: causal information flow
from the hippocampus on PFC during successful
spatial memory recall
Next, we examined causal influences of the hip-
pocampus on the PFC during the recall phase of the
Water Maze spatial memory task in which participants
recalled the location of objects they had seen during the
spatial memory encoding phase (Fig. 2b, Materials and
methods). During successful spatial memory recall, the
hippocampus had higher broadband causal influences
on both MFG (F(1, 95) = 181.2, P < 0.001) and IFG (F(1,
56) = 72.37, P < 0.001) than the reverse (Fig. 3c and d,
respectively). These results demonstrate that the hip-
pocampus has an asymmetric causal information flow
to both the MFG and IFG subdivisions of the PFC during
successful spatial memory recall in the Water Maze
spatial navigation task.
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3.6 Water Maze task: differential causal
information flow from the hippocampus to MFG
and IFG during successful spatial memory
encoding and recall
We examined the differential causal information flow
from the hippocampus to the MFG and IFG subdivisions
of the PFC during the Water Maze spatial navigation task.
This analysis revealed that the causal influence of the
hippocampus on IFG was higher than that of MFG dur-
ing successful spatial memory encoding (F(1, 68) = 7.03,
P < 0.01), a trend exactly opposite to that observed in
the Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task. However, the
causal influence of the MFG and IFG nodes on the hip-
pocampus did not differ from each other during suc-
cessful spatial memory encoding (F(1, 77) = 1.87, P > 0.05).
Furthermore, the causal influence of the hippocampus
on IFG was higher than that of MFG during successful
spatial memory recall (F(1, 46) = 25.06, P < 0.001), again, a
trend exactly opposite to that observed in the Treasure
Hunt spatial navigation task. The causal influence of the
IFG on the hippocampus was greater than the causal
influence of the MFG on the hippocampus during suc-
cessful spatial memory recall (F(1, 76) = 16.33, P < 0.001).

3.7 Treasure Hunt task: causal information flow
from the hippocampus to the PFC in the
delta–theta frequency band
Based on previous findings from iEEG studies that
have reported significant delta–theta frequency (0.5–
8 Hz) band activity in the hippocampus during spatial
information recall from recently encoded memories and
hippocampal–PFC interactions during spatial memory
recall (Watrous et al. 2013; Ekstrom and Watrous 2014;
Neuner et al. 2014), we next investigated the dynamic
causal influences of the hippocampus on the PFC nodes
and vice versa in the low-frequency delta–theta (0.5–
8 Hz) band. We first computed PTE from the PFC nodes
to the hippocampus and, in the reverse direction, during
successful spatial memory encoding and recall in the
delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) frequency band in the Treasure
Hunt spatial navigation task. This analysis revealed that
the hippocampus has higher causal influences on the
MFG and IFG subdivisions of the PFC than the reverse
during both the successful spatial memory encoding
(F(1, 111) = 117.45, P < 0.001 for MFG and F(1, 149) = 34.33,
P < 0.001 for IFG) and recall (F(1, 111) = 69.26, P < 0.001 for
MFG and F(1, 149) = 45.76, P < 0.001 for IFG) conditions
(Fig. 4a and b). These results demonstrate a key role
for delta–theta frequency signaling underlying higher
causal influences of the hippocampus on the PFC in the
Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task.

3.8 Water Maze task: causal information flow
from the hippocampus to the PFC in the
delta–theta frequency band
Next, we repeated our PTE analysis and estimated
causal information flow from the PFC nodes to the
hippocampus and, in the reverse direction, during

Fig. 3. Causal directed information flow between hippocampus and pre-
frontal cortex during Treasure Hunt and Water Maze spatial navigation
tasks, measured using PTE. Treasure Hunt: a) the hippocampus showed
higher causal directed information flow to the MFG (HIPP → MFG) during
memory encoding and recall, compared with the reverse direction (MFG
→ HIPP) (n = 59). b) The hippocampus also showed higher causal directed
information flow to the IFG (HIPP → IFG) during memory encoding and
recall, than the reverse direction (IFG → HIPP) (n = 78). Water Maze: c)
the hippocampus showed higher causal directed information flow to
the MFG (HIPP → MFG) during memory encoding and recall, compared
with the reverse direction (MFG → HIPP) (n = 50). d) The hippocampus
also showed higher causal directed information flow to the IFG (HIPP
→ IFG) during memory encoding and recall, than the reverse direction
(IFG → HIPP) (n = 29). Only trials corresponding to successful memory
recall are considered. On each box, the central mark indicates the median,
and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th
percentiles, respectively. Whiskers extend to the most extreme data
points not considered outliers. ∗∗∗ P < 0.001, ∗∗ P < 0.01 (two-way ANOVA,
FDR-corrected).

successful spatial memory encoding and recall in the
delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) frequency band in the Water Maze
spatial navigation task. Similar to the Treasure Hunt
spatial navigation task, this analysis revealed that the
hippocampus has higher causal influences on the MFG
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Fig. 4. Causal directed information flow from hippocampus to prefrontal
cortex during Treasure Hunt and Water Maze spatial navigation tasks
in the delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) frequency band. Treasure Hunt: a) causal
directed information flow from hippocampus to MFG (HIPP → MFG)
was greater during both memory encoding and recall, compared with
the reverse direction (MFG → HIPP) (n = 59). b) Similarly, causal directed
information flow from hippocampus to IFG (HIPP → IFG) was greater
during both memory encoding and recall, compared with the reverse
direction (IFG → HIPP) (n = 78). Water Maze: c) causal directed information
flow from hippocampus to MFG (HIPP → MFG) was greater during both
memory encoding and recall, compared with the reverse direction (MFG
→ HIPP) (n = 50). d) Causal directed information flow from hippocampus
to IFG (HIPP → IFG) was greater during memory encoding, compared with
the reverse direction (IFG → HIPP) (n = 29). Only trials corresponding to
successful memory recall are considered. On each box, the central mark
indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate
the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Whiskers extend to the most
extreme data points not considered outliers. ∗∗∗ P < 0.001, ∗ P < 0.05 (two-
way ANOVA, FDR-corrected).

and IFG subdivisions of the PFC than the reverse during
successful spatial memory encoding and recall in all
except one conditions (F(1, 95) = 127.61, P < 0.001 for MFG
and F(1, 56) = 10.04, P < 0.05 for IFG during encoding; F(1,
95) = 214.67, P < 0.001 for MFG and F(1, 56) = 2.92, P > 0.05
for IFG during recall) (Fig. 4c and d). Replication of the
same results in the delta–theta frequency band during

the Water Maze spatial navigation task emphasizes a
key role for delta–theta frequency signaling underlying
higher causal influences of the hippocampus on the PFC.

3.9 Treasure Hunt task: causal information from
the PFC to the hippocampus in the
beta-frequency band
Next, we examined frequency-specific information flow
between the hippocampus and PFC based on emerg-
ing findings in nonhuman primates regarding cortical
signaling in the beta-frequency (12–30 Hz) band during
cognition (Engel and Fries 2010). We computed PTE from
the PFC nodes to the hippocampus, and in the reverse
direction, during successful spatial memory encoding,
and recall in the beta-frequency (12–30 Hz) band in the
Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task. Surprisingly, this
analysis revealed that the MFG and IFG nodes of the
PFC had greater causal influences on the hippocam-
pus during both successful spatial memory encoding
(F(1, 112) = 48.45, P < 0.001 for MFG and F(1, 150) = 164.59,
P < 0.001 for IFG) and recall (F(1, 113) = 57.56, P < 0.001 for
MFG and F(1, 150) = 87.08, P < 0.001 for IFG) conditions
(Fig. 5a and b). These results demonstrate a key role for
beta-frequency signaling underlying higher causal influ-
ences of the PFC on the hippocampus.

3.10 Water Maze task: causal information from
the PFC to the hippocampus in the
beta-frequency band
We next repeated our PTE analysis and estimated the
directed causal information flow between the PFC and
the hippocampus, during successful spatial memory
encoding, and recall in the beta-frequency (12–30 Hz)
band in the Water Maze spatial navigation task. Similar
to the Treasure Hunt spatial navigation task, this analysis
revealed that the MFG and IFG nodes of the PFC had
higher causal influences on the hippocampus during
both successful spatial memory encoding (F(1, 98) = 32.15,
P < 0.001 for MFG and F(1, 56) = 68.16, P < 0.001 for IFG)
and recall (F(1, 95) = 34.66, P < 0.001 for MFG and F(1,
56) = 69.67, P < 0.001 for IFG) conditions (Fig. 5c and d).
Replication of same results in the beta-frequency
band during the Water Maze spatial navigation task
recapitulate a key role for beta-frequency signaling
underlying higher causal influences of the PFC on the
hippocampus.

3.11 Treasure Hunt and Water Maze tasks:
replication of findings within the spatial memory
domain
We used replication BF (Verhagen and Wagenmakers
2014; Ly et al. 2019) analysis to estimate the degree of
replicability for the direction of information flow for each
frequency and task condition and across the two spatial
memory tasks (Table 1). We used the posterior distribu-
tion obtained from the Treasure Hunt (original) data as
a prior distribution for the test of data from the Water
Maze (replication) dataset (Ly et al. 2019) (Materials and
methods).
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Table 1. Replicability of findings across Treasure Hunt and Water Maze spatial memory tasks. a) Memory encoding and b) memory
recall. The Treasure Hunt task was considered the original dataset, and the Water Maze task was considered the replication dataset.

a) Memory encoding

Finding Frequency band Bayes factor for replication

HIPP → MFG > MFG → HIPP Broadband (0.5–80 Hz) 1.19e+19
HIPP → MFG > MFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 1.13e+24
MFG → HIPP > HIPP → MFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 1.73e+4
HIPP → IFG > IFG → HIPP Broadband (0.5–80 Hz) 3.81e+4
HIPP → IFG > IFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 7.26e−1
IFG → HIPP > HIPP → IFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 1.51e+10

b) Memory recall

Finding Frequency band Bayes factor for replication

HIPP → MFG > MFG → HIPP Broadband (0.5–80 Hz) 2.24e+16
HIPP → MFG > MFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 1.97e+29
MFG → HIPP > HIPP → MFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 1.97e+29
HIPP → IFG > IFG → HIPP Broadband (0.5–80 Hz) 5.46e+3
HIPP → IFG > IFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 3.06e−4
IFG → HIPP > HIPP → IFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 1.32e+8

We first used the replication BF analysis for the
memory encoding periods of the two spatial tasks
(Table 1a). Findings corresponding to the direction of
information flow between hippocampus and MFG during
memory encoding were replicated in broadband, delta–
theta band, and beta band (BFs 1.19e+19, 1.13e+24, and
1.73e+4, respectively). Findings corresponding to the
direction of information flow between hippocampus
and IFG during memory encoding were replicated in
broadband and beta band (BFs 3.81e+4 and 1.51e+10,
respectively), but not in delta–theta band (BF 7.26e−1).

We next repeated the replication BF analysis for the
memory recall periods of the two spatial tasks (Table 1b).
Findings corresponding to the direction of information
flow between hippocampus and MFG during memory
recall were replicated in broadband, delta–theta band,
and beta band (BFs 2.24e+16, 1.97e+29, and 1.97e+29,
respectively). Findings corresponding to the direction of
information flow between hippocampus and IFG during
memory recall were replicated in broadband and beta
band (BFs 5.46e+3 and 1.32e+8, respectively), but not
in delta–theta band (BF 3.06e−4). Together, these results
demonstrate very high replicability of direction of infor-
mation flow between hippocampus and PFC across the
two spatial memory tasks and also indicate that find-
ings corresponding to the direction of information flow
between the hippocampus and MFG are more replicable
than those corresponding to the direction of information
flow between hippocampus and IFG.

We also found that the hippocampus → MFG versus
hippocampus → IFG findings had BF of 1.19e−2 and
5.15e−3 for memory encoding and recall, respectively,
indicating that differential information flow from the
hippocampus to the MFG and IFG is not replicable across
spatial tasks. Furthermore, MFG → hippocampus versus
IFG → hippocampus findings had BF of 9.76e+1 and
4.02e+3 for memory encoding and recall, respectively,
indicating that differential information flow from the

MFG and IFG to the hippocampus is replicable across spa-
tial tasks; however, the BFs are relatively low compared
with BFs in Tables 1 and 2.

3.12 Replication of findings across spatial and
verbal memory domains
We repeated the replication BF analysis to estimate the
degree of replicability of direction of information flow
across spatial and nonspatial domains (Table 2). Specif-
ically, we estimated the degree of replicability between
the verbal episodic memory (original) task used in our
previous study (Das and Menon 2021) and the two spa-
tial navigation tasks (replication) used in the present
study. Similar to above analysis, we used the posterior
distribution obtained from the verbal episodic memory
(original) dataset as a prior distribution for the test of
data from the spatial memory (replication) tasks (Ly et al.
2019) (Materials and methods). The frequency range of
broadband in the verbal episodic and spatial memory
tasks was different; hence, the replication BF analysis
was carried out for the delta–theta and beta-frequency
bands for determining replicability across verbal episodic
and spatial memory tasks.

We first used replication BF analysis for the mem-
ory encoding periods of the verbal episodic and spatial
memory tasks (Table 2a). Findings corresponding to the
direction of information flow between hippocampus and
MFG during memory encoding were replicated in both
delta–theta and beta bands (BFs 8.51e+35 and 1.26e+12,
respectively). Findings corresponding to the direction of
information flow between hippocampus and IFG during
memory encoding were also replicated in both delta–
theta and beta bands (BFs 7.32e+8 and 9.36e+28, respec-
tively).

We next repeated the replication BF analysis for the
memory recall periods of the verbal episodic and spatial
memory tasks (Table 2b). Findings corresponding to the
direction of information flow between hippocampus
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Table 2. Replicability of findings across verbal episodic and spatial memory tasks. a) Memory encoding and b) memory recall. The
frequency range of broadband in the verbal episodic and spatial memory tasks were different; hence, the Bayes factor analysis was
carried out for the delta–theta and beta-frequency bands for determining replicability across verbal episodic and spatial memory tasks.
The verbal episodic memory task was considered the original dataset and the spatial tasks were considered the replication dataset.

a) Memory encoding

Finding Frequency Bayes factor for replication

HIPP → MFG > MFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 8.51e+35
MFG → HIPP > HIPP → MFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 1.26e+12
HIPP → IFG > IFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 7.32e+8
IFG → HIPP > HIPP → IFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 9.36e+28

b) Memory recall

Finding Frequency Bayes factor for replication

HIPP → MFG > MFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 8.62e+33
MFG → HIPP > HIPP → MFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 8.12e+8
HIPP → IFG > IFG → HIPP Delta–theta (0.5–8 Hz) 1.44e+11
IFG → HIPP > HIPP → IFG Beta (12–30 Hz) 2.91e+19

and MFG during memory recall were replicated in both
delta–theta and beta bands (BFs 8.62e+33 and 8.12e+8,
respectively). Findings corresponding to the direction of
information flow between hippocampus and IFG during
memory recall were also replicated in both delta–theta
and beta bands (BFs 1.44e+11 and 2.91e+19, respec-
tively). Together, these results demonstrate very high
replicability of direction of information flow between
hippocampus and PFC across spatial and nonspatial
domains.

3.13 Treasure Hunt and Water Maze tasks:
surrogate data analysis of causal information
flow between the hippocampus and the PFC
Next, we conducted surrogate data analysis to test the
significance of the estimated PTE values compared with
PTE expected by chance (Materials and methods). The
estimated phases from the Hilbert transform for elec-
trodes from pairs of brain areas were time-shuffled, and
PTE analysis was repeated on this shuffled data to build
a distribution of surrogate PTE values against which the
observed PTE was tested. This analysis revealed that
causal information flow from the hippocampus to both
the MFG and IFG was significantly higher than those
expected by chance in broadband during both success-
ful spatial memory encoding and recall conditions and
across spatial navigation tasks (Ps < 0.05).

Frequency-specific surrogate data analysis further
revealed that causal information flow from the hip-
pocampus to the MFG and IFG nodes of the PFC
and the reverse was significantly higher than that
expected by chance (P < 0.05 in all cases) in the delta–
theta frequency band for both successful memory
encoding and recall and across spatial navigation tasks,
indicating bidirectional causal information flow between
the hippocampus and the PFC in delta–theta band.
Analysis in the beta-frequency band revealed that causal
information flow from the hippocampus to the MFG
and IFG and the reverse was significantly lower than
that expected by chance (P < 0.05 in all cases) for both

successful memory encoding and recall and across
spatial navigation tasks, indicating significantly lower
predictability of one brain area from the other than
expected by chance, in this frequency band.

These results demonstrate that the reported effects in
this study arise from causal signaling that is significantly
enhanced above chance levels.

3.14 Treasure Hunt and Water Maze tasks: power
spectral density during spatial memory encoding
and recall across multiple spatial navigation
tasks
Finally, we compared the power spectral density (Mate-
rials and methods, Supplementary Table 3) in the
hippocampus and the MFG and IFG nodes of the PFC
across spatial memory encoding and recall conditions.
This analysis revealed that the power in the two
conditions does not differ from each other in any region
(hippocampus/MFG/IFG) and in any of the two spatial
navigation tasks (all Ps > 0.05).

Previous studies have suggested that power in the
high gamma band (80–160 Hz) is correlated with fMRI
BOLD signals (Leopold et al. 2003; Mantini et al. 2007;
Scholvinck et al. 2010; Hutchison et al. 2015; Lakatos et al.
2019) and is thought to reflect local activity (Canolty and
Knight 2010). We compared high-gamma-band power
spectral density (see Materials and methods for details)
in the hippocampus and the MFG and IFG across spa-
tial memory encoding and recall conditions in both the
spatial navigation tasks. This analysis revealed that the
power under the two conditions did not differ from each
other in any of the three regions and in any of the two
spatial navigation tasks (all Ps > 0.05).

4. Discussion
We examined directed information flow between the hip-
pocampus and distinct PFC subdivisions during perfor-
mance of two different spatial navigation tasks in which
participants were asked to memorize object locations
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Fig. 5. Causal directed information flow between hippocampus and pre-
frontal cortex during Treasure Hunt and Water Maze spatial navigation
tasks in the beta (12–30 Hz) frequency band. Treasure Hunt: a) hippocam-
pus → MFG (HIPP → MFG) during memory encoding and recall (n = 59). b)
Hippocampus → IFG (HIPP → IFG) during memory encoding and recall
(n = 78). Both MFG and IFG nodes had higher causal influences on the
hippocampus than the reverse during both memory encoding and recall
in the beta-frequency band. Water Maze: c) hippocampus → MFG (HIPP
→ MFG) during memory encoding and recall (n = 50). d) Hippocampus
→ IFG (HIPP → IFG) during memory encoding and recall (n = 29). Both
MFG and IFG nodes had higher causal influences on the hippocampus
than the reverse during both memory encoding and recall in the beta-
frequency band. Only trials corresponding to successful memory recall
are considered. On each box, the central mark indicates the median, and
the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th per-
centiles, respectively. Whiskers extend to the most extreme data points
not considered outliers. ∗∗∗ P < 0.001 (two-way ANOVA, FDR-corrected).

by navigating in a virtual spatial environment and later
asked to recall the locations of the objects (Solomon et al.
2019). Both tasks consisted of multiple trials involving
memory encoding and recall. We leveraged a unique
sample of iEEG recordings from the UPENN-RAM cohort
that included data from 40 participants, 248 electrodes,
and 216 electrode pairs. Direction-specific information
theoretic analysis revealed that the hippocampus has a

greater causal influence on both the MFG and IFG sub-
divisions of the PFC than the reverse, and crucially, this
pattern was observed during both the spatial memory
encoding and recall phases, and across multiple spatial
navigation tasks.

In the delta–theta and beta-frequency bands, our
analysis revealed frequency specificity of hippocampus–
PFC interactions as well as a dissociation between
feedforward and feedback information flow from, and to,
the hippocampus. During both spatial memory encoding
and recall, causal feedforward influences from the
hippocampus to the PFC in the delta–theta frequency
band were greater than the reverse direction. In contrast,
in the beta-frequency band, top-down causal influences
from the PFC to the hippocampus were greater than
in the reverse direction during both spatial memory
encoding and recall. Surrogate data analysis revealed
that the strength of information flow between the
hippocampus and the PFC was significantly beyond
chance levels. Crucially, this frequency specificity of the
direction of information flow between the hippocampus
and the PFC was detected in both the Treasure Hunt
and Water Maze spatial navigation tasks, with a high
replicability BF, demonstrating the robustness of our
findings. Our findings provide novel insights into the
asymmetric directionality of information flow between
the hippocampus and the PFC during spatial navigation
and memory in the human brain and, for the first time,
provide evidence for replicable findings both within the
domain of spatial navigation (Table 1) and across spatial
and verbal episodic memory domains (Table 2).

4.1 Directionality of information flow between
the hippocampus and the PFC during spatial
memory processing
The first goal of our study was to characterize the direc-
tionality of information flow between the hippocampus
and the PFC during spatial memory processing. Although
multiple lesion studies in humans have demonstrated
the role of the right hemisphere hippocampus in spa-
tial memory formation (Smith and Milner 1989; Abra-
hams et al. 1997; Spiers et al. 2001; Burgess et al. 2002),
the role of the left hemisphere in spatial memory is
less clear, with several lesion studies pointing to the
involvement of both the left and right hemisphere hip-
pocampus in spatial memory (Maguire et al. 1996; Bohbot
et al. 1998; Spiers et al. 2001). Moreover, the role of
directed causal information flow between the left hemi-
sphere hippocampus and the PFC in spatial navigation
and memory remains unclear as fMRI, the mainstay of
hippocampus–PFC investigations in humans, lacks the
required temporal resolution to investigate causal circuit
dynamics.

Building on our previous work on the direction of
causal information flow between the left hemisphere
hippocampus and the PFC in verbal episodic memory
encoding and recall (Das and Menon 2021), here we
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focused on the left hemisphere hippocampus interac-
tions with MFG and IFG subdivisions of the PFC. PTE pro-
vides a robust and powerful tool to characterize informa-
tion flow between brain regions based on phase coupling
(Lobier et al. 2014; Hillebrand et al. 2016; Wang et al.
2017); unlike phase locking or coherence measures, PTE
probes causal influences and determines how one region
drives another (Das and Menon 2020). PTE revealed sig-
nificantly higher broadband causal influence of the hip-
pocampal electrodes on the MFG and IFG electrodes
than the reverse during both successful encoding and
spatial memory recall. Crucially, this asymmetric pat-
tern of directed causal information flow was replicated
in multiple virtual spatial navigation tasks. Both tasks
were conceptually similar, consisting of multiple trials
of encoding and recall periods. We analyzed trials cor-
responding to successful memory encoding and recall,
from the point of view of probing behaviorally effective
memory encoding, our focus was therefore on success-
ful recall consistent with most prior studies (Watrous
et al. 2013; Long et al. 2014). These findings converge
on recent findings from iEEG recordings in humans in
virtual (Miller et al. 2018) as well as real-world (Stangl
et al. 2021) spatial navigation tasks that have shown
that the left hippocampus plays a crucial role in spa-
tial memory encoding. The findings are also consistent
with previous multiple structural and functional MRI
(Maguire et al. 1999, 2000; Grön et al. 2000; Iglói et al.
2010; Kaplan et al. 2014), positron imaging tomography
(Ghaem et al. 1997; Maguire et al. 1998, 1999), and mag-
netoencephalography (MEG) (Pu et al. 2017) studies in
humans that have revealed the involvement of bilateral
hippocampus in spatial navigation and memory. Thus,
our findings provide robust electrophysiological evidence
for the dynamic causal influence of the left hippocam-
pus on both the MFG and IFG subdivisions of the PFC
during both spatial memory encoding and recall. The
UPENN-RAM data did not contain enough electrodes
simultaneously in the right hemisphere hippocampus
and PFC. Further iEEG studies using bilateral recordings
will be needed to investigate hemispheric differences
in hippocampus–PFC dynamic causal interactions and
differences between spatial and verbal domains.

4.2 Frequency-specific directionality of
information flow between the hippocampus and
the PFC
The second goal of our study was to investigate the
frequency specificity of the directional information flow
between the hippocampus and the PFC in spatial mem-
ory. Based on previous reports in rodents, nonhuman
primates, and humans, we focused on delta–theta (0.5–
8 Hz) and beta (12–30 Hz) frequency bands, as enhanced
local field potentials in these frequency bands have
been identified in the hippocampus and PFC, respectively
(Engel and Fries 2010; Watrous et al. 2013; Ekstrom and
Watrous 2014; Stanley et al. 2018). Previous iEEG studies

have reported significant delta–theta frequency (0.5–
8 Hz) band activity in the hippocampus during recall
of spatial information from recently encoded memories
(Jacobs et al. 2016; Goyal et al. 2018), but the frequency
specificity of causal hippocampal–PFC signaling in
the human brain associated with spatial memory
encoding and recall has not been well understood. Our
analysis revealed two key dissociations in the frequency-
specific directionality of information flow between the
hippocampus and PFC.

In the delta–theta band, we found that the hippocam-
pus had higher causal influences on the PFC, compared
with the reverse direction; this pattern was observed dur-
ing both spatial memory encoding and recall periods and
in multiple spatial navigation tasks. This finding is con-
sistent with reports of delta–theta frequency band hip-
pocampal–PFC synchronization during spatial memory
recall (Watrous et al. 2013; Ekstrom and Watrous 2014)
and extends previous reports in fMRI that point to the
involvement of the left PFC in spatial memory processing
(Burgess et al. 2001; Spiers and Maguire 2006; Kaplan
et al. 2012; Epstein et al. 2017; Javadi et al. 2017), by
demonstrating directed causal influences from the hip-
pocampus to PFC during the same. In contrast, we found
an opposite pattern in the beta band with higher causal
influences of PFC on the hippocampus, compared with
the reverse direction; again, this pattern was observed
during both memory encoding and recall periods and in
multiple spatial navigation tasks.

Top-down information flow from the PFC in the beta
band may contribute to the transition and maintenance
of latent neuronal ensembles into “active” representa-
tions (Engel and Fries 2010; Spitzer and Haegens 2017),
similar to findings reported with verbal memory encod-
ing and recall (Das and Menon 2021). Our findings inform
theoretical models that have argued for frequency speci-
ficity of direction of information flow in the human
brain across multiple cognitive domains. Higher directed
causal outflow from the PFC to the temporal lobe has
been observed in MEG recordings in the beta-frequency
band during a language processing task involving reading
sentences (Schoffelen et al. 2017). Top-down directed
information flow in the beta-frequency band has also
been hypothesized to be involved in information pro-
cessing in the human auditory cortex in iEEG record-
ings where participants passively listened to spoken sen-
tences (Fontolan et al. 2014). In contrast, delta–theta
rhythms in the hippocampus may signal pattern com-
pletion associated with memory recall that is conveyed
to multiple PFC regions (Eichenbaum 2017).

Our findings also converge on spatial encoding and
retrieval dynamics reported in rodents. Coherence
between the hippocampus and the PFC is a prominent
mechanism that helps in spatial encoding and retrieval
in rodents (Jones and Wilson 2005; Benchenane et al.
2010). It has been hypothesized, but not directly tested
as in our study, that this coherence may allow flow of
information from the hippocampus about the animal’s
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position or trajectory to trigger place-related associations
in downstream regions such as the prefrontal cortex.
Outflow of information from the hippocampus is also
associated with efficient spatial memory encoding and
learning in awake rodents (Kim et al. 2012; Tang et al.
2017) and monkeys (Wirth et al. 2003). Our findings
provide evidence for a causal feedback loop between
the hippocampus and the PFC, which may help in infor-
mation replay and support memory formation. Taken
together, our findings pertaining to frequency-specific
directed causal interactions between the hippocampus
and the PFC provide robust evidence that the PFC and
hippocampus have different preferential frequencies
to create a feedback loop and parallel channels of
communication in the human brain to achieve memory
encoding and retrieval of spatial information.

The behavioral role of directional connectivity is
currently unknown. Previous iEEG studies in humans
(Watrous et al. 2013; Ekstrom and Watrous 2014) have
not examined directed information flow between the
hippocampus and the PFC. In a study of associative
learning in nonhuman primates, Brincat and Miller
2015 reported higher causal bottom-up influence from
the hippocampus to the PFC in the beta-frequency
band for correct compared with the incorrect trials.
However, most previous studies in humans have typically
reported stronger top-down, rather than bottom-up,
causal signaling from the PFC in the beta band (Fontolan
et al. 2014; Schoffelen et al. 2017; Das and Menon
2021). Therefore, the broader functional implications and
replicability of findings from the Brincat and Miller (2015)
study are not clear. We did not find such an effect in any
of the three datasets we examined. Increased coherence
and directional connectivity between the hippocampus
and PFC has been most consistently associated with
increased attention and stimulus saliency (Eichenbaum
2017; Ekstrom et al. 2017; Herweg and Kahana 2018;
Rutishauser et al. 2021). In the present study, it is not
clear how memory recall errors may be related to these
factors. Moreover, it is possible that directed connectivity
is more closely related to vividness and confidence of
recall rather than accuracy (Hebscher et al. 2019). At
the present time, the contributions of these factors to
causal signaling between the hippocampus and PFC
remain an unresolved issue, and further studies with
denser sampling of electrodes simultaneously in the
hippocampus and the PFC with confidence and vividness
ratings (Hebscher and Gilboa 2016) are required to
address this question. An alternate possibility is that
memory effects with respect to correct and incorrect
recall may depend on other hippocampal circuits
including the posterior cingulate cortex (Barack and Platt
2021).

4.3 PTE, rather than power spectral density,
underlies causal information flow
PTE, as used in the present study, provides a robust
measure of the direction of information flow between

electrode pairs (Lobier et al. 2014; Hillebrand et al. 2016).
Previous findings using multielectrode array recordings
in both humans and animal models have established
that phase, rather than amplitude, is crucial for both spa-
tial and temporal encoding of information in the brain
(Lachaux et al. 1999; Kayser et al. 2009; Siegel et al. 2009;
Lopour et al. 2013; Ng et al. 2013). Consistent with this,
we found no differences in overall power across mem-
ory encoding and recall conditions and across multiple
spatial navigation tasks in any of the three regions of
the brain examined here: the hippocampus, MFG, and
IFG. Taken together, these results suggest that phase,
rather than power spectral density, underlies the causal
information flow reported here.

4.4 Replication of findings across multiple spatial
navigation tasks, and spatial, verbal domains
The third major goal of our study was to replicate find-
ings across tasks and stimulus domains. Replication of
findings is a major problem in neuroscience, especially
in iEEG studies where data sharing is virtually nonex-
istent and data are difficult to acquire across multiple
brain regions. We used left hemisphere recordings to
probe information flow between the hippocampus and
the PFC and determine commonalties across spatial and
verbal domains. Recent studies using fMRI have pointed
to the involvement of both the left and right hemi-
sphere hippocampus and PFC for spatial memory pro-
cessing; however, the role of left hemisphere hippocam-
pal–PFC interactions for spatial memory recall remains
controversial.

We used replication BF (Verhagen and Wagenmakers
2014; Ly et al. 2019) analysis to estimate the degree of
replicability for the direction of information flow for
each frequency and task condition and across the two
spatial memory tasks (Table 1). A recent study (Scheuble
and Beauducel 2020) of event-related potentials during
deception about attitudes using scalp EEG data repli-
cated its findings across multiple scalp EEG datasets and
reported very high replication BF. Very high replication
BFs in all our findings except two (Table 1) emphasize the
robustness of our findings, which is very challenging in
iEEG research. Moreover, we found that BFs associated
with the replication of direction of information flow
between the hippocampus and the MFG were decisive
compared with that associated with the replication of
information flow between the hippocampus and the IFG
where all except two were decisive. This indicates rela-
tively higher robust replication of information flow asso-
ciated with the MFG compared with that associated with
the IFG across the two spatial memory tasks.

We then repeated our replication BF analysis to
estimate the degree of replicability between verbal
episodic memory tasks used in our previous study (Das
and Menon 2021) and the two spatial navigation tasks
used in the present study. We used results from the
verbal domain as the original study and results from the
Treasure Hunt and Water Maze tasks as the replication
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study. Again, we found very high replication BF indicating
high degree of replicability across the spatial and verbal
domains (Table 2). Our findings provide novel insights
into the asymmetric directionality of information flow
between left hemisphere hippocampus and PFC during
spatial navigation and memory in the human brain and,
for the first time, provide evidence for replicable findings
both within the domain of spatial navigation and mem-
ory formation and across spatial and nonspatial domains
(Das and Menon 2021). These findings reveal common
domain-independent casual signaling mechanisms in
human hippocampus–PFC circuits.

5. Conclusions
Our study advances knowledge of directed information
flow between the hippocampus and PFC during spa-
tial memory processing in humans. Across two differ-
ent spatial navigation tasks, we discovered distinct feed-
forward and feedback signaling mechanisms between
the hippocampus and PFC. Findings demonstrate for the
first-time separate frequency-specific, orthogonal, chan-
nels of communication between hippocampal and pre-
frontal circuits as well as their association with task per-
formance in humans during virtual environment tasks.
Together these findings provide insights into how specific
neural signals may differentially contribute to integra-
tion of allocentric cues in the spatial environment and
cognitive control signals from the PFC. Altering feed-
forward and feedback signals could help with disorders
such as Alzheimer’s disease in which spatial navigation
is known to be impaired (Coughlan et al. 2018).
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